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SHE~R TESTS ON REINFORCED CONCRETE BEAMS
I - INTRODUCTION
Shear in reinforced concrete beams and the methods
of designing against shearing failure is a field of concrete
practice in which there is great diversity of opinion. Stir-
n~ps may be preferable in some cases, bent-up bars in others
and at times a combination of both seems to be desirable.
In this investigation no attempt was mao.e to compare
the relative merits of stirrups against bent-up bars. These
tests were confined to beams which were too shallow to per-
mit the use of stirrups, thus necessitating bent-up bars.
. .
It was the primary purpose of this investigation to
determine the extent to which shearing failure was affected
by the spacing and angle of bend-Up of the inclined bars. In
add~tlon, comparisons were made between observed deflections
and theoretical deflections computed by use of the formulas·
developed by Professors Maney and Turneaure.
The beams were divided into two groups, one group
having varying spacings with a constant angle of bend-Up
and the other group h~ving a varying angle of bend-Up with
spacings in accordance with a given formula. The angles of
bend-Up used were 12, 2land30 degrees •.
•
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Three spacing formulas were used: one, suggested by
d .
the late Professor W. A.. Slater, meing: S· i( 1 + cot cC.),
the second, the Joint Committee formula: S = 45d ,and
( cC+ 10)
the third: S = 45d~.
•
Shea.ring stress at failure was compared with working
stress as given by· the Joint Committee formula:
f Ay.
0.05f'0 + ~s (sin ~+ eos p(.). Th~ COmzn1ttee stipulates
that the quantity fb~V(sin "" + cos ~ ). shall not exceed 75
lb. per sq. in. and the entire shearing stress shall not exceed
0.12 f'o. The Committee further advises against the use of
any angle of bend-upw~ieh.is less than 15 degrees.
II - PROGRAM
The investigation included tests on a total of 36 beams •
The beams·were designed for two strengths of concrete,. 2000 and
3500 lb. ·per sq. in. at 26 days, as determined on standard {) by
l2-in. control cylinders. Three beams with the same reinforce-
ment were made from the same mix, and three control cylinders
ware made for each beam.
. 1The beams were 52 in •. wide, 8 in. deep and 76 in. long.
The clear span between reactions was 60 in. which gave an over-
hang of 8 in •. at each end, SUfficient ~o insure proper anchorage
of the steel.
••
..
"
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The loads,were appl1ed at two po1nts, these points.
being at a distance! from the point of be'nd-uptowardsthe
2,
center of the beam. The justification of this is as follows:
if the crack in a beam is due only to shear, the crack will
be at 45 degrees with· the horizontal. In the tension section
there is a tendency for the formation of a crack. It is seen
that in order to prevent the possibility of such a crack, or
if the crack has already started, to check its,further open-
ing, it should intersect the inclined steel below the neutral
axis. In any reinforced conerete beam the neutral axis can
not be at a distance greater than ! from the top of the beam.
. 2
Thus, referring to Fig. 1, the load 'must,be placed at,a dis-
tance ~ beyond the point of bend-up ,in order for a crack,
originating·at the load and ata maximum angle of 45 degrees,
to intersect the inclined bars 'below the neutral axis.
p
Fig. I
•·."
•
•
... 4
, , ,
The .. dist~n,ce from the, reaction to the po1,nt of bend-
up of the bars was given, as stated in the introduction, by
. t,ne f'olloWi~gforrilulas: ,'8.. ~(l +' cot e;><. i, . s = '15~ 10'
45d
S =,~, wnere ~isthe angle between the web bar~ and ,the
,longit~dinal bars, and d 1sthe.distance from the top of
. the beam. to the center of the t~nsion steel. The first formula
was, proposed by the late Profes~or W. A. Slater, andean be
'. ju~t~f,ied as follows: as stated in the preeeeding paragraph,
the shear crack should 1nte~sect the bent-up bars in the ten-
I
sion section of the beam. The maximum distance from the cen-
ter of the tension steel to the point at which the steel and
. crack can intersect is !:as shown in'Fig. 2. From thiS it·is
.2
seen that 8= ~ + .! cot ~ which results in 8 ~ !( 1 + cot ~)
222
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'The beams were so grouped that one set included those.
beams in which'the spacing of the bent-up bars was given by
Slater's formula 'and the angle of bend-Up equaled 12,21 and
. '30 degrees, and'theother set consisted of those having'spac-
ings in accordance with the three formulas and a constant'
angle'of bend~up of 2ldegrees. 'In addition, one set of
beams w~s constructed with no bent~up bars, the loading point
of which, was made the same as for those beams having an angle
'of bend-Up of 21 degrees and which had a spacing computed by
the formula which, give~,the maximum distance, ,Table I gives'
general information concerning the beams.
In designing the amount of compression and tension
steel, a unit shearing stress of 450 lb. per sq.in. for beams
having bent-up bars, and 300 lb. per sq.1n. for beams With no
bent~up bars, was assumed. The total shear in the beams neBes-
saryta cause these stresses was calCUlated by use of the for-
mula: v.= -L , where V = total shear, v~, ~nlt shear, b =
bjd
width otbeam, and jd = distance between the resultant com-
pression and tension forces. The required'amount of steel
was calculated from design formulas, the moment of the beam
for each angle of bend-up being computed by using the maximum
spacing as a lever arm. The assUmed unit shear was purposely
, ' '
taken high so as to provide more than sufficient tension and
compression steel, thus insuring failure in shear. Fig.:3 and
4 show the general steel plans.
Mater'ials - The cement used was a standard brand of
Portland cement. The aggregates, both fine and coarse came
-
from 'near Morrisville, Pennsylvania. The fine aggregate was,
river-sahd withe. fineness modulus of 2.80, and the coarse
aggregate was gravel. All of the aggregates were completely
dry at time of use. The mixing water was ordinary city
dr-inking water, '. which was allowed tacome to' room temperature
before being 'added to ,the mix~
The J:elnforcing steel 'Wasef'a mild grade Withe. fairly
high Yield poitit and high ultlJll8.te strength.' 'At the time the,'
steel was recei,vad, coupons were out from 'most of the bars and
tested in tension.'The average yield point and ultim.ate stress-
es were 46.,670 and 75,980 lb. per sq.in., 'respectively, as shown
in'Table II.
TABLE II SUMMARY OF TESTS ON REINFORCEMENT
,Nominal
Size "
No., of
Coupons
Tested
" 4.verage Average
Yield-Point Ultimate,
$j;.r.ess , Stress
. , Tb..per s9 .in-;, f
'1j2, in. round, ~ 44,130 75,880
s/a in•. round 6 45,720 73,630
3/4 in. round 7 50,'160 78,410
Average all 46,670 75,980
••
•
•
..
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Mix.- The mixes were designed by the cement-water
--
ratio method., as proposed by Professor lnge Lyse (Englneer~
ing News-Reco~d, February 18, 1932, page 248). From previous
work performed at Fritz Engineering Laboratory, Lehigh Univer-
sity, it had been found that a workable mix resulted when the
water content was 40 gal. or 353 lb. net, per cubic yard of
concrete, with a 40-60 sand-coarse ratio, 40 per cent of the
coarse between No. 4 and 3/8 and 60 per cent between 3/8 and
3/4 sieves. From the cement-water ratio curve, with an ordin-
ary Portland Cement used at Fritz Engineering Laboratory, it
was found that 9 gal. of water per sack of cement and 7 gal.
per sack resulted in strengths of 2000 and 3500 lb. per sq.ln.
respectively. Dividing 40 gal. of water per cubic yard of con-
crete by 9 or 7 gal. per sack, gave the sacks of cement per
cubic yard of concrete for either mix. In order to get the
volume of paste, the reqUired volume of net water must be added
to the absolute volume of cement, this volume of cement being
obtained by multiplying the sacks of cement per cubic yard of
concrete by 94 ,where 94 is the weight of a sack (1 ou.ft.)
193.5
and 193.5 i~ the absolute weight of a cubic foot of cement. The
absolute volume of aggregates was found by subtracting the vol-
ume of paste from one cubic yard of concrete. The weight .of
aggregate was obtained by multiplying the" absolute volume of
the aggregate. by 162·lb. per cu.rt., the absolute weight of the
·.
•
•
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aggregate. From this, the proportion by weight, ,usLng a
sand-ratio of 40-60, was determined. The mixes were:
1:3.02:4.53 fpr the 2000 lb. per sq. in. strength of oon- ,
, '
orete and 1:2.28:3.41 for the 3500 lb. per s,q.in. strength
of concrete. To allow for absor~t10n of the, agg~egates,
one per cent of the weight of the dry aggregates was added
to the weight of the net w~ter. Table III gives the weights
of the ingredients for a batch of three cubic feet of concrete.
Aggregates - qumulative/
Sand No.4-3/8, 3/8-3 4
lb. lb. lb.
TABLE III
strength Cement Water
1b.pe:r lb. lb.sq. in.
2000 42.5 3'1.2
3500 54.6 3,?O
128.6
124.2
205.8
198.5
322.0
311.0
•
-~--~'~--------------~----~----~--~----~'-~------~------
III - MAKING AND CURING
Four beams -were poured on a single day, two beams
having different types of reinforcing for each mix. Steel.
forms were used, consisting of two 12-1n. channels. A wooden
floor was placed in the form at SUfficient he,1ght to insure
proper depth of the, beam. The channels were 13.5 ft. long,
,.
, .
•
•
.:
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thus ma.king it possible to pour two beams in each form.
The two beams were separated by a steel plate fastened to
the sides of the channels. The channels were held together
by bolts, t,wo at each end
,l which:simplified the removing of
the beams and also tlie cleaning of the forms. It was found
necessary to putty the cracks in the floor planks in order
to prevent leakage of the water. The forms were oiled be-
fore each pouring in order to facilitate the removal of the
beams.
In pr.eparing the reinforcing bars for the beams, the
ends of the tensiol1 bars were hooked~ The hook h~da ~-in.
" 1diameter with a straight section extending 44' in. beyond the
point of curvature. The bars for shear reinforcement were
then bent up to the desired angle at the point determined by
the spacing formula.
In order to insure proper horizontal spacing and to
simplify the plac ing in the forms, the tens.ion and inclined
1bars were welded to i-in. crossbars, 5 in. long. The proper
position of the tension steel was insured by the welding of
1-in. lugs to the bottom of the cross bars. Fig. 5 shows S'
2 ,
view of one of th,e re inforc ing uni ts •
The compression steel was placed by suspending the
bars from the top of the form by means ,of wire hooks.'
••
... 10
The dry materials were mixed in 'a rotating drum for
. two minutes before adding the water. After addition of the
water the mass was mixed for three minutes longer. Slump
•
•
tests, according to standard specifications, were taken on
each batch as it came from the mixer. The average slumps
I
for both mixes ranged from 6! to ~i in.- Such a plastic con-
crete was necessary in order to place it around the reinforc-
ing bars, especially in the, case ot thet-in. bars which were
spaced very closely together. During placing of the concrete
considerable tamping was necessary. Also, the molds were, tap-
ped w~th a hammer to consolidate the mass. ,When the forms
were. filled; anchored steel hooks were embedded at each en.d
to facilitate the moving of the beams. These hooks were
placed SUfficiently deep so that they would not pUllout or
disturb the reinf-orcement when the beams were lifted.'
control cylinders were made simultaneously with the
beams. A neat cement paste having e. cement-water. ratio of
3.33 was made at the time of pouring and was allowed to stand
for approximately' four hours. The paste was then'retempered
with a slight addition of water and used for capping the cyl-
inders. The excess material was removed from the top of the
cylinders before capping.
P'
..
•
•
..
4 ...
•
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The beams were allowed to remai~ in the forms for two
days in order that they might acquire sufficient strength to
. permit their removal to the moist room. The moist room had a
relative humidity aflOO per cent and a constant temperature
.of70 degrees·F. during the period of cu:ring•. The beams and
. . . . . . .. ~.' '. . . ~..- .
-: ..... '
cylin.ders remained in tha moi~t· room uni tl thaywe!"e tested at
the age .of 28 days.
IV - TESTING PROCEDURE
At the age of 28 days, the beams and cyiinders were re-
moved from the moist room and .tested ·to fa-ilure. In order to
prevent drying out, each beam was ·left in the moist room until
time of test. The' cylind,ers were immersed in a tank of water
'until placed in the testing maching. The, testing machine used
was a 300,OOO-lb. Olsen screw'power machine, .equippedwit~ sup-
porting wings •.
Cylinders - The control cylinders were tested in the
usual manner, with an idling speed of the. head of the machine
. of 0.05 in. per' minute.
Deformation* measurements were taken on one control
cylinder from each beam. Two metal collars were fastened one
•
- -- ... -
. .
- - - - ,- - - - --.;.-" .-"- -.
.* In .. thisreport: 1 .. Deformation may be .defined as the total
change of length in a glven gage length;, 2. Strain is'i:the
change in. length per unit of length which is caused by
stress. 3. Stress denotes the intensity of internal force
per unit of area.
,- 12
inch from the top and bottom of the 6 by l2-in. cylinders, thus
giving a 10-in. gage length. These collars were fastened to the
cylinders by means of sC,rews, two in each collar, 180 degrees
apart. The collars were so. placed that all'four screws lay in
• the same diametral plane. Projections on th~ collars in close
proximi tyto the screws allow'ed. the fasten.irig on diametrically
opposite sides of two 0.0001 Ames gages to the upper collar and
two steel rods to the lower collar. The upper end Of the rods
pressed on the plunger of the Ames gages. This arrangement
gave deformations for a 10-in. gage length, on opposite sides
of the cylinder, ,which upon averaging, resulted in the actual
. deformation of the cylinder. The modulus of elasticity of the
concrete was determined from stress-strain curves, obtained from
, these deformations.
Beams - The beams were supported on a roller at one end
and a spherical bearing block at the other end. The supports
were symmetrical about the center line,60 in. apart. The load
was transferred from the head of the machine through a system
of helical springs to a steel I-beam by means of a spherical
block, and thence to the concrete beam. The load was trans-
ferred from-the I-beam to the concrete beam by means of a steel
roller at one end a~d a spherical bearing block at the other
end. The purpose of these ,spherical bearing blocks was to pro-
vide a centric loading system so far as possible. A steel plate
••
•
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3/8in.thickand-l in. wide was, placed between the roller.
or bearing block, and the concrete beam. in order to dis-
tribute the load over as small an area as possible, without
danger of local compression failure. A strip of Celotex was
placed between these steel plates and the concrete beam in
order to insure an even distribution of the load. Fig. 6 and
·7 show'pictures of the loading arrangement.
The spring system consisted of two helical springs,
7-5/8 in. in diameter and approximately 9 in. in free length,
placed between two heavy steel plates. The working capacity
of this system was 40.,000 lb. Two nuts were welded to the in-
side of the top piliate, into which two bolts were screwed. The
springs were placed on the bolts and the bottom plate bolted
on and tightened SUfficiently to hold the system firm without
stressing the springs. The spring system was fastened directly
to the head of the testing machine. -
The purpose of the spring system was to apply the load
in such a' manner that it closely approximated actual working
conditions. This spring system will cause a continuous appli-
cation of the lo~ds so that when the beam. commences' to fail the.
springs will follow up the deflection and exert a nearly con-
stant load on the beam. This method of loading gave a very
abrupt failure of the beams.
••
•
•
•
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Deflections - Deflections of the beam during the load-
ing was measured by means ofa wire and mirror arrangement. A
graduated scale was-pasted on one half of the mirror leaving.
the othe~ half clear. These mirrors were fastened·to the beam
by plaster of faris,·atthe elevation of the neutral axis,· at
a point where deflection measurements were taken. Measurements
were taken directly under the loads and when feasibl~,at the
center of the beam. Yokes were fastened to the beam, the points
of attachment being at the neutral axis above the supports.
Fine, wrapped copper wire was stretehed between the yokes and
maintained taut by rubber bands•. Deflections were read by plac-
ing the eye at the elevation at which the wire covered its re-
flection in the mirror. This position of the wire was.then read
on the graduated scale. Observations were-taken on both sides
of the beam and averaged. _ For beams having a designed strength
of concrete of 2000 lb. per sq. in. the load increments were 2000
lb~, and for beams having a designed strength of concrete of
3500 lb. per sq. in. the load increments were 3000 lb.
V SHEAR
Upon examination of a shear crack in a reinforced con-
crete beam, it will be noted that the crack, instead of extend-
ing at 45 degrees ·throughout the entire depth of the beam as is
the case for pure shear, it flattens out on either side of the
,.
•
•
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neutral axis, being nearly horizontal at the upper and lower
surfaces of the beam. The explanation of this is as follows:
At any elevation of the loaded beam, except at the 'neutral"
axis, there are 'flexural stresses beside shearing stresses.
, '
The average unit shearing stress acts vertically and the flex-
ural stresses act longitudinally. The flexural stress is'
either tension or compression depending upon which side of the
neutral axis is under consideration. The flexural and shea:ring
stresses combine into what is commonly termed the "principal
stress". The magnitude and also the direction of the princi-
pal stress vary with the distance from the neutral axis. The
, ,
most common method of determini-ng the magn1tude and direction
of these stresses ~s by the use of Land's circle, an illustra-
tion of which is given'be~ow.
F.ig. 8
••
.,
•
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Procedure .. Layoff a line OB equal to .one-half the
flexural stress. At the termination of this line and at
right angles .to it, construct a line BA equal to the inten-
sity of the shearing stress in the section as determined by
the formula: v = -1-. With the distance OA as a radius and
bjd
point 0 as a center, describe a circle. The magnitude of the
maximum principal stress is given by the distance from P to B
and its direc tions by P to· A as measured·· by the angle e. Ex-
pressed mathematically: f' = i + V(t)2 + v2 and tangent G =
As the unit shear is constant, the value of the prin-
cipalstress depends ppon the intensity of the longitudinal
stress. This longitudinal stress varies from zero at the neu-
tral axis to a maximum at the top and bottom of the beam. At
'~he neutral axis the only stress is shearing stress, and thus,
!"eferring to the.·tllustration the angle e must equal 45 degrees.
Fig. 9 is an illustration of the application of Land's circle
to one of the beams tested. The section of the beam between
the load and the support was plotted to seale and divided into
equal elements. The shearing and fibre stresses were caleulat-
ed for the element at different elevations of the beam. From
these stresses the direction of the principal stress in each
element was determined. The loading point was taken as the ori-
gin, and the direction of the principal stress in the first
••
•
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element was dr~wn from this point. Wh~re this direction inter-
sected the center of the next element a ~ine was projeoted
down to the moment diagram and the moment·found at this point.
The fibre st·ress in this element was then calculated, and the
resulting principal stress found and its direction plotted.
Tb.is procedure was followed until a series of points was es-
tablished from the load point to the support. A smooth curve
was then drawn through these points. This theoretical curve
very closely approxim~ted the actual crack at failure, the
trend of which can be seen from Fig. 10 which shows a typical
shearing failure.
VI - DEFLECTION FORMULAS
Deflections were taken of all but four of the beams.
Due to the length of time required for setting up the testing
apparatus, it was impossible to take deflections for the first
four beams. Theoretical deflections were computed by the two
most common formulas, those developed by Professors Maney and
Turneaure, as a means of comparison with the observed def1ec-
tions.
Professor Maney given the follOWing formula for de-
flection: f = kl2 (ec + es)*~ whered
* A.S.T.M., 1914, page 311. RELATION BETWEEN DEFORMATION AND
DEFLECTION IN REINFORCED CONCRETE BEAMS by
G. A. Maney.
'." .
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f'c deflection in inches.
k = ratio between coefficient of deflection
and coeffi~1entofmoment.' ..
'. 1 = span in inches •.....
d = distance from the compression surface
to the center of tension steel •
eo = unit deformation of concrete and steel
a.nd es in the extreme fibres.
The procedure in determining the deflections by this
formula will be illustrated by a complete analysis of a group
of beams. (2, 6.10-B) •. -.f
P=9000
{Nw·l 60.
gOOf)joaom7l
.Fig. 11
The loads· and their positions are shwwn in Fig. 11.
The moment at the load is equal to Pat or expressing it in
terms of 1, Where k, = ~2.57= 0.37660 .
I ..~.
The 'de.flection at the load of a simple beam under two'-
. '2Pa .' ,.• 2 .. '
. point loading is given by the equation: D=-(3 1a-4a ) •.
. . 12
By silbstitutionan.d expansioni t is found that D • 0.0352 P13
where (k2 = 0.0352)"
- 19\
Dividing k2 by k , gives k = 0.0352 = 0.,09370.376
From the moment on the beam the fibre stress can be computed.
These are: forP = 9000 lb.;
f a = 20,400 lb. per sq. in.
f c = 2740 lb~ per ,sq. in., and
stress
From Hooke's law, E=strain'
'.
the strains in the ooncrete and steel can be computed.
eo = . 2740 = 0.000703
3,900,00Q
e
s
l:Il _..;;;;2..0.;&,..::4:.;;,0,;;,0_ = 0.00068
30,000.,000
Substituting in 'Maney's formula,
. f =r kl2 (e... + e :) = 0.0937 x 3600 (0.000703 + 0.00068)
d v S 6.75
giving t = 0.0692 1noh-es
.It can be seen that this formula must give a .straight
line relation as the only variables are the strains of the
concrete and steel which are proportional to the loads on the
beam. Thus, knowing the defleO-tion due to the maximum load,
the deflection lue to any lead may be calculated•.
Professor mllrneaure gives the follOWing formula for
deflection:
Ot Wl3 n *
D = i; bd3 Z , whe~
- ... ... - - - _. - .- - - - - - .. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ... - .-
* PRINOIPLE OF REINFORCED CONCRETE DESIGN - Turneaure and
Maurer, page.ll2.
is:
.'
... ~O
D • deflection in,inches
c, = coefficient of deflection
w -, load in pounds
"
n = ratio of the modulus of elasticity
of steel tO,Go onc.ret e7
b = width of beam in inches
d = distance from compression surface to the
center of the tension steel,
0<. numerical coefficien:t. depending upon p,
the percentage of tension steel
and n
As an illustration of the application of this formula,
the same example, as was used above will be taken.
~=*[~ + (l-k) 3+ 3np (1-1t) 2 ] where
k • proportionate depth of the neutral axis • 0.508
n ='!OlOOO,ooo .7.7
3,900,000
'p = 0.0478
cA. I (0.1335 + 0.119 + 0.262) I: 0.1715
3
0' • k2 in Maney '= 0.0352
W • 9000 lb.
The deflection under the load, as given by Turneaure
0.0352 x 9000 x (60)3 x 7.7 . i
,D- - .......-----------'---...:.---'---=-------- = 0.0597 n.
30,000,000 x 5.5 x (6.75)3 x 0.1715
This formula alsor:glves a straight line relation as the only
variable is the load on the beam.
••
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VII - DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
.... - .
Cracks ~ D~ring the tests a careful ~nspection was
made for the appearance of cracks. Cracks usually started
'in the region of the neutral axis andrapid~y extended up-
ward. toward the' loading point and downward toward the sup..,
port as the load one the beam increased. Usually. there was
only one crack. before failure, but several beams showed a
network of cracks~ A slight increase in deflection readings
was noticeable' directly after the cracking,. but generally no
material increase was recorded until slightly before failure.
Table IV gives the loads at which the cracks appeared •
Failure - All of the beams 'failed in diagonal tension
except 4A, 4B, 8A, 8B,' which failed in compression. These
four beams were repeated with an increased amount of compres-
sion steel and diagonal tension failure resulted. Failure of
.' .
the beams was very abrupt and complete, due to the action of
the springs. Table V gives the maximum loads on the beam~ at
'. failure.
Fig. 12 and 13 indicate that the beams having the-,
greatest angle of bend up and the smallest spacing gave the
most warning of 'impending'failure, that is, the greatest dif-
ference between.cracking and failure.
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Sheering strength of the Beams - Tables IV and V give
the maximum. unit shears which were developed at the cracking
and ttltime,te loads. These shearing stresses were computed by
• use of the formula:, v I: b1d. Fig. 14 shows c'oniparisons at ac-
tualultimate unit shear with the theoretical as derived from
the Joint Committee formula. For the small spacings. with the
2000 lb. concrete the observed values were 63 per cent greater
. .
than the values g1venby the' Joint Committee formula:
., ' fvAv . "F .: 0.03f C + -b' (sin "'- + cos p(.). where f'c lsthe
s .
..
designed strength of the concrete •. f v allowable unit tensile
strength or steel (lS.OOOlb. per sq.in.), b = width of the
be8l1l. Av area of inclined steel, s = spacing of the inclined
bars, and. et.. = angle of bend-up of the inclined bars •. ' For .'the
largest spacing. the observed values were 56 per cent greater.
than 'the values as g1venby the Joint Comm1tteeformula. The
variation for the beams having a des~gned s.trength of concrete
- . .. .
of.3500 lb. per sq.in. was .very closely the see as for the
, .', beams ha~ing e. designed strength of concrete.~f 2000 lb. per
·sq~in. This indicates that the tren4:ofthe Joint Comm~ttee
curve is very closely the trend of the observed curve, within
th& limits of this investigation. The values obtained by the,
Joint CQmmittee formul~ are not permitted in this' ease, as
these values exceed the Joint Committee recommendation, that
the quantity t vAT(S1n ~ + cos ~) shall not exceed 75 lb,. per
.. ' bs'
·sq.in.
•.•
..
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For c'oncrete having a' designed 'strength of 2000 lb.
per sq.in.-, the observed values for the smallest spacing were
290 per cent greater than 'those given by· the Joint Committee
recommendation~ For the largest spacing the observed values
were·l?? per cent greater than Joiritcommittee values. T:hls
results in a factor of safety of 3.9 for the smallest spacing
and 2.7? for the largest spacing. From these curves it would
seem to be preferable to calculate the ultimate stress by mul-
. . fA·
tiplying the Joint Coimnlttee formula: 0.03 f' 0 +.'·~sv(sin A. +
cos p(. ), by a factor andthenreduoing this ultimatestre~s to
working stress by using an adequate factor of safety. For ex-
ample, 1 t was previously stated that th·eultimate· strength was
56 to 63 per cent, or an.averageof 60 per cent greater than
the strength as given by the Joint Committee formula. '!'hus, if
the Joint Committee formula is multiplied by 1.60, a cur-va
closely approximating the observed curve would result. The al-
lowable maximum working stress can be ob~a1ned by dividing this
calculated.ultimate shear by the desired factor of safetr. This
.. reasoning appears to be proper, as i ~ seelllsiogical to use a
constant factor of safety over the entire J;"ange of spacing.
Fig. 14, 15,116 and 17 are illustrations of the effect
of the spacing and bend-Up angle of the inclined bars upon the
shearing stress at cracking and ultimate loads. Since the load-
. ing .point varies with the spacing, the moment produced. also var-
ies. ,,::L:l{owever, since these curves were plotted against shearing·
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stress and since all failures' were caused by shear, shear is
the only factor which has a direct effect. Fig. 15 shows
that the spacing does not appear ~ohave any effect on the
shear at the cracking point, whereas Fig. 14 shows that the
spacing effects the shear at failure to a considerable extent.
Wlthin the range.of this investigation, the unit shear at fail-
ure increased with-a decrease in the spacing'of the inclined
45d
. rods. ThUS, the Joint Committee formula: S· ~ + 10 ' which
results in the'smallest spacing, gave the highest ultimate
shearing strength of the beams.
By using the same formula for computing the spacing,
and varying the angle of bend-up of the inclined bars, it was
found that the highest unit shear at the cracking point was
obtained when the angle of bend-up was approximately 21 degrees
as shown in Fig. 16. The.accuracyof the points on this curve
are questionably due to the difficulty experienced in determin-
ing the point of first crack.
Fig. l7·indicates th~t.the bend-up angle affects the
unit shear at failure When the same spacing formula is used.
The. optimum bend-up angle appears to be between 21 and 30 de:~'" ~
gree'S. The results are to·a certain extent made obscure by a
variation in spacing, but when using one spacing formula, as
would be the case in design, they serve somewhat .as a guide
for determining the most effective bend-up angle.
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Deflections - Referring to Fig. 18. 19 and 20, the
observed deflections 'have been compared with those computed
from the formulas developed by Professors Maney and Turneaure.
It is noted from these figures that Maney's formula gives a
much better agreement with observed deflections than does
Turneaure's, although the latter holds closely at the lower
loads.
In Fig. 21 the deflection of beams with different
spacings are plotted against moment. Since the distance
between the loading point and the support varied on the sev-
eralbeams. there was a, variation in moment, the effect of
which was eliminated by plotting against the moment., These
curves indicate that the spacing has very little effect on
the deflections.
The deflections' due to shear were ,calculated by the
use of :formulas 'given in STRENGTH OF MATERIALS by Arthur Mor-
ley, page 238. 'These deflections were found to be so small
that they were ignored. .
It is to be noted that the deflections for the concrete
with a strength of 3500 'lb. per sq. in. are not as great as are
those of the 2000 lb. persq.'in4 concrete under the same 'moment.
This 1s probably due to the greater modulus of elasticity of the
stronger concrete as shown in Fig. 22.
I..
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Fig. 23 shows the deflection curve of a beam with in~
. 'crements of loading of 4000 lb. These curves give an indica-
. tionofthe uniformity of. the deflection•
VIII - SUMM'ARY
The results obtained in this investigation are summar-
ized briefly in the following statements.
(l)All beams actually used in this investigation
failedtn diagonal- tension.
(2) A very abrupt ·and complete failure of the beams re-
sulted from the use of a spr~ng system for application of the
loads.
(3) The beams having the greatest ·angle of bend-up and
the smallest'spacing gave the most warnlngofimpendingfal1ure.
(4) The curve 'for the observed ultimate shearing stress
..
, .
..
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(7)·The deflections computed by the fOllDlula proposed
by Professor Maney agreed more .closely wi th observed deflec-:
tions than did the values computed by the formula.proposed 'bY
Professor Turneaure.
(8) For a given amount· of reinforcing and conditions
of test.' the beams having the higher strength of ·conerete de-
flected less than the beamshav1ng a lower strength of con-
crete.
Spac;l.ng
Formula
S =
45d
-0<-
~l+cot ~ )
di(l+cot ~ )
45d
~+ 10
TABLE I
Spacing Bend~up Design strengthAngle of Concrete Beam Notation
in. degrees lb. per sq. In.
.14.47 0 2000 lA-- 5A.;.- 9A
14,:47 0 3500 1B-- lB,f'·~ 9B v"-
19.20, "12 2000 2A--6A --lOA
19.20 12 3500 2B-- 6B--10B
12.15 21 2000 3A-- 7A--11A
12,.15 21 3500 3B-- 7B--11B
9.20 30 2000 4A-- BA--12A
9.20 30 3500 4B-- 8B--12B
9.80 21 2000 13A--15A--17A
9.80 21 3500 13B--15B--17B
14.47 21 2000 14A--16A--18A
14.47 21 3500 ' 14B--16B--18B
~ - ,- - - .. -
" .
TABLE· IV - L01IDS AND STRESSES AT WHICH CRACKS APPEARED
Type of Beam Design Load on Beam atSt~ength Unit Shear at Time
Spacing Bend-up o;ff:" CGnerete First Crack Average of Crack Average
in. Angle lb./sq.1n•. 1 2 3 1 2 3
14.47 0 2000 12,600 12,650 12,000 12,420 202 ·199· 185 195
14.47 0 3500 15,640 14,650 11,650 13,980 246 226 180 214
2.19;·20 12 2000 17,300 16;320 16,000 16,540 270 266 250 262
19.20 12 3500 23,400 21,000 16,580*. 20,330 379 340 263* 359
12.15 21 2000 19;900 20~610 19~320 19;940 307 332 292 310
12.15 21 3500 25,000 25,960 22,470 24,480 400 415 352. 389
9.20 30 2000 18,790 18,950 24,000 18,870 286 295 363*· 291
9.20 30 3500 20,170 21,950 21,000 21,040 304 316 31~ 312
..
9.80 21 2000 22,000 21,180 21,800 21,330 354 334 321 336
9.80 21 3500 24,000 23,800 28,660** 23,990 369 364 440** 366
14.47 21 2000 21~250 21~000 20~320 20~860 330 321 313 321
14.47 21 3500 22,730 23,150 21,000 22,290 341 347 315 334·
* Not included in average
** Not included in aV3rage as beam dried out before testing
TABLE V - LOADS AND STRESSES AT WHICH FAILURE OCCURRED
,
Des16m f.... ~ ., . Angle ot
"-Beam Bend-up Spacing Streng:tn;' Ultimate Load on Beam Average Ultimate stre$s AverageNumber degrees in. Concrete lb. lb. 1b,per sq. in. 1b~ pel"lb/sq.in. sq• in.
1~ 5,.;. 9
. . . .
A 0 14.47 2000 14,250 15,230 13,160' 14,547 226 253 200 226
1- 5.. 9
B 0 14.47 3500 17,080 16,870 13,000 15,650 269 260
-
** 2,64
2- 6-10
11 12 19.20 2000 19,560 19,600 17,420 18,860 306 . 319 272 2992... 6-10 : ,
. -
B 12 19.20 3500 27,450 22,000 20,540' 23~330 432**356 325 340
. 3- 7-11
A 21 12.15 2000 28,100 30,qOO 26,570 28~223 434 483 400 439
3- 7-11
B 21 12.15 3500 32~510 30,890' 30,000 31,133 520 495 471 495
4- 8...12
A 30 9.20 2000 28,980 27,180 30,.000 28,720 441 422 447 436
4- 8-12
B 30 9.29 3500 35,310 35,260 34;530 35,033 532 510 520 520
13..15-17
A 21 9.80 2000 34,600 33,580 32,900 33,693 557 528' 507 530
13"15-17
B 21 9.80 3500 37,780 37,110 45,000* 34~445 578 578 --* 578
14-16-18
A 21 14.47 2000 23,450 24,510 24,920 24,2~.3 369 370 385 374
14-16-18
B 21 14.47 3500 27,000 30,370 28,820 28,730 413 455 438 435.
* Not used as abeam, dried out before being tested.
** Not used in average.
' .
. .
•TABLE VI - CONTROL CYLINDERS
TYpe of Beam ' Design strength Average Cylinder Average
Spacing ,Bend-up of concrete, strength ' tor CylinderAngle Ib.per sq. in. eaoh Beam strength
'1 2 3
14.47 0 2000 1722 2216 2098 2012
14.47 0 3500 3025 3530 3480 3345
19~20 12 2000 2045 2375 2093 2170
19.20 ,12 3500 3350 3536 3480 3455
12.15 21 2000 2019.' 21~O 2040 2083
12.15 21 3500 3407 3263 3810 3493
9~20 30 2000 2236 2370 2220 22'75
9.20 30 3500 3486 3700 ~613 ,,3,600,
",- ,
9.80 81 ;aooo 2103 2305 1981 2130
9.80 21 3500 3340 3430 3600 3457
14.47 21 2000 2050 2105 2080 2078
14.47 21 3500 3310 3406 3695 3470
,


«Fig. 5 - einforcing Unit
,Fig. 6 - Loading Arrangement (West View)
19. 7 - Load1ng Arrangement ( orth View)

,.------
Fig. 10 - Typical Shearing Failure












APPENDIX I
"All of the original data are presented in
the following pages, numbering from 1 to 37.
The data include deflection readings, de-
formation measurements, strength of control cylin-
ders, load at appearance of first crack, and load
at failure of the beams.





































